
COLORADO STATE BUTTON SOCIETY 

2024 Awards – Draft update 7/17/23 
 

Please note: Unless otherwise specified, an assortment of materials and the 20% guideline (Blue Book 

p.7) is assumed for each award. 

 

Include on competition trays where applicable: DF, OME, 4 pictorial sections, 3 shapes, back types, back 

marks, verbal, usage, mechanical/moveable, specific types. 

 

LIZ TELEA MEMORIAL AWARD 

() Div. IX, Cl. 21-1, 25 any. Specialized to pictorials associated with the Western Stock show.   

$50, $30, $20 

 

LARRY TEMPEST MEMORIAL AWARD 

() Div. IX, Cl. 18-12, 24 any. Specialized to flags. Flags need not be the focus of the button but must 

appear in the surface design. Must include one button from Div. II.  $50, $30, $20 

 

JUDY KERR MEMORIAL AWARD 

() Div. IX, Cl. 17-0 + 18-0 + 19-0 + 20-1 thru 20-24, 24 any. Six buttons representing 6 different Classes in 

each of the 4 pictorial Sections. No limit on realistics. Labeling is helpful.  $50, $30, $20 

 

CATHY LINDAUER MEMORIAL AWARD 

() Div. IX, Cl. 1-0, Var. Specialized to pictorial subjects. $50, $30, $20 

 

PAST PRESIDENTS AWARD 

() Div. I, Sec. 11-1, Med. Specialized to Colonial Pearl. See BB pg. 48  

$15, $10, $5 

 

DIVISION I 

() Cl. 10-3.1, Small. Bright Cut Pewter. Look for colors and OME. Kathy Buckardt $10, $6, $4 

 

DIVISION III 

() Cl. 20-4 + 22-1.6.1, 25 any. Specialized to snow people and snowflakes. No balance between classes 

necessary. Double points for materials beyond polymer, wood, and metal buttons. Limit 12 realistics. 

See BB pgs. 55 & 59. Aspen Leaf   $10, $6, $4 

 

DIVISION VII A & B 

() Cl. 22-1.2, 20 any. Competitors must pick one sub-class or design from this class, and all buttons must 

have that pattern, i.e. “Hearts”.  Blue Spruce   $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 20-1 + 20-13, 10 buttons, any size. Architectural structures or scenes depicting cities or countries 

around the world.  No balance needed between architectural structures and scenes needed. Label with 

country. Show Committee   $15, $10, $5 

 



DIVISION IX 

() Cl. 1-0 thru 15-5, 20 any. Materials assorted specialized to buttons representing the four seasons. Try 

for a balance of seasons. Lark But’ning   $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 2-3, 24 any. Satsuma Pictorials. Try for a balance of the 4 pictorial sections. Also look for different 

shapes such as scalloped, ball, square, etc.  Lisa Dhuy  $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 3-1 thru 3-5, 25 any. (LIMITED). Specialized To Back Types, Body Styles, and Colors. Labeling 

required. Limited to those who have won 5 or fewer ribbons. Sharon Onweller, Dianne Parson, 

Patti O’Neall. $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 6-3.8 + 7-4.11, 24 any. MOONGLOWS. Try for as many colors as possible but balance not necessary. 

Labeling is helpful. Points given for up to 4 linear and 4 realistic shapes. Lark But’ning  $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 6-6, Mixed. Label by class number. Blue Spruce   $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 7-3, 24 any. Clear and Colored Glass. Specialized to colors of the Colorado State flag: blue, red, 

white, yellow. Try to match the colors of the flag and cover as many sub-classes as possible. Label sub-

classes.  WYNCO   $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 11-1, Var. Specialized to brown and smoky gray buttons. No balance required. See NBS 2003 

publication: “Pearl and Shell Buttons” by Kelso & Case, pg. 2 (B. Pearl Oyster.) Blue Spruce   $10, $6, $4 

 

( ) Cl. 17-0 thru 20-0, 25 any. Limited to buttons representing the letters W, Y, O, M, I, N, G.  Three 

buttons per letter and three free choice. Extra points if the pictorial relates to the state of Wyoming. 

Labeling is recommended. Try to represent at least three classes per section. Vedauwoo Charmstring 

$10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 17-0 thru 20-0, 25 any. Specialized to buttons that represent song titles or lyrics. book titles, or 

movie titles. Be creative. Label what is represented. No balance required among the three, but must 

have at least one song, book, and movie represented.   WYNCO   $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 17.0 + 20-11, Var. Heads, both animal and human. See definition of heads in Blue Book Appendix. 

No balance required but attempt to cover as many classes as possible. Kathy Buckardt in honor of all of 

the members we have lost to death in the past several years. $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 17-0, Var. Specialized to two animals on a button. Try for a variety of gender, age, and species. 

Limited to 10 realistics. Aspen Leaf. $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 17-3 + 17-4.2 + 17-4.4 + 17-5 + 17-6, Var. Specialized to creatures that live under water, fresh or 

salt. Look for a variety in each sub-class that applies. Lisa Dhuy $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 17-4.3, 25 any. Specialized to Ladybugs. Look for a variety of colors and more than 1 on a button. 

No limit on realistics. Angela Flanagan $10, $6, $4 



 

() Cl. 17-6, 20 any. Reptiles specialized to TURTLES. Other animals allowed as long as turtles are present. 

Look for different types of turtles. Animal activities not considered. No limit on realistics. Lark But’ning 

$10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 20-1 + 20-13, Var. Architectural structures or scenes depicting cities or countries around the world. 

No balance between architectural structures and scenes needed. Label with country. Show Committee   

$15, $10, $5 

 

() Cl. 20-3 + 22-1.3.1, 20 any. Moon + Crescent pattern. Need not be prominent, not focus of button, but 

be clearly visible. See BB pgs. 55 & 59. Aspen Leaf.  $10, $6, $4 

 

 () Cl. 20-3 + 22-1.3.1, 15 any. (LIMITED) 5 moon or Crescent + 5 Sun + 5 star buttons.  Need not be 

prominent, not focus of button, but be clearly visible. Look for 2 or more on a button. See BB pgs. 55 & 

59. Limited to competitors who have won 5 or fewer ribbons. Martha Towne $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 20-13, 25 any. Marine Scenes. See BB pg. 56. Blue Spruce $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 20-14, 25 any. Specialized to Men’s Facial Hair. Look for a variety of styles and types. No limit on 

realistics. Labeling is helpful. Google “Men’s Facial Hair Types” &/or “Men’s Mustache Styles.” Angela 

Flanagan $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 20-22.1.3, 25 any. Transportation specialized to water. No studio buttons. Kathy Buckardt in honor 

of all those who participate in the annual Judging Day of CSBS. $10, $6, $4 

 

() Cl. 20-22.1.3, 25 any. (LIMITED) Transportation specialized to water. Limited to non-winners of this 

category. Kathy Buckardt in honor of all present and past Presidents of CSBS. $10, $6, $4 

 

NO HARM SECTION 

() Make a Button. Studio button artists and novices are encouraged to enter their work. Submit as a 

single button attached to 9”X12” mat board.  $10, $6, $4 

 

() (LIMITED TO JUNIORS) Make a Button. Studio button artists and novices are encouraged to enter their 

work. Submit as a single button attached to 9”X12” mat board.  $10, $6, $4 

 

() No Harm Button Jewelry. Any jewelry item featuring buttons. Submit in a 9”X12” frame.  $10, $6, $4 

 

() (LIMITED TO JUNIORS) No Harm Button Jewelry. Any jewelry item featuring buttons. Submit in a 

9”X12” frame.  $10, $6, $4 

 

() Buttons Through The Button Hole. Item must include at least one button that fastens through a hole 

or loop. That piece may incorporate materials other than fabric and yarn such as leather, paper, wood, 

plastic.   $10, $6, $4 

 



() (LIMITED TO JUNIORS) Buttons Through The Button Hole. Item must include at least one button that 

fastens through a hole or loop. That piece may incorporate materials other than fabric and yarn such as 

leather, paper, wood, plastic.   $10, $6, $4 

 

() No Harm Creative Button Uses. Surprise us with an item using buttons in an unusual way. Items that 

qualify under the previous 3 NO HARM awards are not appropriate here.  $10, $6, $4 

 

() (LIMITED TO JUNIORS) No Harm Creative Button Uses. Surprise us with an item using buttons in an 

unusual way. Items that qualify under the previous 3 NO HARM awards are not appropriate here.   

$10, $6, $4 

 

 


